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Why are solution videos so crucial?
Allow me to introduce myself, I’m Brian
Spears. I’ve stood in front of the classroom
teaching LabVIEW for over 70 weeks of my
life. Typically, half of my time in the
classroom is spent interactively teaching the
concepts, and the other half is spent helping
people through exercises.
From personal experience, I’ve seen that
one rare type of person can go through the
entire course and never need help in an
exercise. Another will need help every few
minutes. If I’m answering others’ questions
for 15 minutes, I’ll find that person on the same step for 15 minutes, stuck and
frustrated.
How do we help this person in an online, e-learning course like Sixclear Lucid LabVIEW
Fundamentals Training?
Solution videos.
Let me put that in bold.
Solution videos.
Say you’re working on an exercise, come to step 3 and have no idea how to do it. Open
the solution video for that exercise, click on step 3, and jump right to the instructor
completing that step. No confusion, no delay.
Even if you don’t need help every few minutes, you’re still likely to have exercise
questions at several points throughout the course, and getting stuck is not an option
when you’re learning at your pace. An e-learning course without solution videos is
simply not a course designed to allow you to train on your own.
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Why not see for yourself? Head to sixclear.com/register and sign up for a free Test
Drive of Sixclear Lucid LabVIEW Fundamentals Training. You’ll see a lecture video,
exercise manual, solution code -- and critically -- the solution video.
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